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Item: 39522/ 39521
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Authorized Dealer

Juicers designed for cafés, bars or 
kitchens. The Zumoval juicers are built 
in a wide ranges of sizes, perfect for 
areas that have limited spaces.
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Heavy-Duty Compact with 
Automatic Shower 
28 oranges/minute

Heavy-Duty Compact with 
Automatic Shower and Self Tap

28 oranges/minute
ITEM NUMBER 39522 39521

MODEL JE-ES-0028-F JE-ES-0028-T

HP 0.75 HP

FRUIT DIAMETER 2.36” - 3.15”

FEEDER CAPACITY 18 kg. / 39 lbs.

PEEL BUCKET 20 kg. / 44 lbs.

PRODUCTION 28 oranges per minute

ELECTRICAL 115V / 60Hz / 1

CURRENT 9 / 8.6 A

DIMENSIONS (DWH) 19.7” x 24.4” x 39”/ 50cm x 62 cm x 99 cm

WEIGHT 47.5 kg. / 104.7 lbs.

Automatic Shower (Standard) 
More hygienic juicers with our 
unique self-cleaning automatic 
shower system and fully isolated 
juicing area avoiding any ingress 
of exterior elements.

*Self Tap (Standard for ITEM 39521) 
The easy-to-use automatic tap is 
connected directly to the motor of 
the machine. Open the tap and the 
machine starts running. Close the tap 
and the machine stops.

Juice Level Detector 
With this system, you can always 
count on the number of liters of 
fresh orange juice. This system 
is ideal for self-service and larger 
volume operations.

Big Capacity Juice Filter
The juice tray has a big filter with high 
capacity, double-curved design and a 
pulp moving stick. This option allows 
squeezing more than 20 liters of juice 
without cleaning the filter.

Orange Counter 
Counts the amount of oranges that 
have been juiced by the machine, 
allowing the customer to monitor 
consumption.

OPTIONS

1) Necessary option
2) Impossible combination

(2)

(1)

Cooled Dispenser Stand

Self Service Stand

Dispenser Stand
Compatible for TOP and 
FASTOP with no self tap and 
big capacity juice filter

Compatible for TOP and 
FASTOP with no self tap and big 
capacity juice filter

Compatible for FAST TOP with self 
tap and big capacity juice filter

(2)
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Optional stand also available


